Abstract-Noise equivalent counts (NEC) have been used as a measure or proxy of PET image quality for many years. It has been shown to be a useful metric, for example to determine clinical patient dosage. However, NEC should be used cautiously in evaluating image quality since it is a global data quality measure that does not take into account localized effects due to spatial resolution and image reconstruction, as well as the effect of time-of-flight (TOF) imaging on resultant images. In this work, we study the use of a numerical observer that uses a generalized scan-statistic model to estimate lesion detectability with localization in a uniform background phantom, for varying activity levels and scan times. Data were acquired on a clinical whole-body TOF PET scanner. Data show that ALROC increases as a function of NEC but at high activity levels it approaches a peak value earlier than the NEC peak. Also, the ALROC for images acquired with the same NEC, but at two different activity levels and scan times, is similar. Our results show that with TOF information we can either achieve improved clinical performance for heavy patients, or reduce the scan time or injected activity while maintaining similar ALROC value as in a Non-TOF image.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VER the years significant effort has been exerted in the development of clinical whole-body PET scanners with good spatial resolution and high sensitivity. Good spatial resolution leads to a more accurate estimation of activity uptake in small lesions and higher contrast in the image. The noise present in these images is determined mainly by the number of true, scatter, and random coincidence events collected during the scan time [1] , [2] . Since an upper limit on the injected activity in a patient is determined by a combination of radiation dosage to the patient due to injected activity and the scanner count-rate capability, and scan times are limited to reduce patient discomfort and increase scanner throughput, the sensitivity of a PET scanner becomes very important in clinical imaging situations. A solution over the last 15-20 years has been the development of fully-3D PET scanners as a high sensitivity imaging modality [3] , [4] . The fully-3D scanners, at the cost of increased scatter and randoms relative to 2D PET, are capable of providing high quality images in short scan times and with low injected activity levels in the patients. Despite the overall improvements in PET image quality due to fully-3D imaging, a significant degradation is observed when moving from small to large patients. This degradation is a result of increased attenuation, as well as a significant increase in the scatter and random coincidences, in heavier patients. Consequently, images for heavy patients suffer from reduced contrast and increased noise characteristics that also degrade lesion detection for oncology studies. The challenge in routine clinical imaging is, therefore, to obtain the best quality images for diagnostic evaluation in the shortest scan time for a wide range of patient sizes.
A simple metric used to define the quality of data collected in a PET scan is the noise equivalent counts (NEC), which for a uniform cylinder is proportional to the square of the resultant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in an analytically reconstructed image [5] . Clinical scan protocols have been derived using the NEC metric which typically involve scanning patients at activity levels near the NEC peak value [6] , [7] . The patient scan times, on the other hand, are almost universally determined in a semi-empirical way for satisfactory global image quality with shortest scan times to maximize patient throughput. One drawback of the short scan times is that the clinical studies for heavy patients, which are NEC deprived due to increased attenuation, suffer significantly. To obtain images for heavy patients, which in visual quality are comparable to those of light patients, is practically impossible since it involves scan times which can be unacceptably long for patient comfort. In addition, for situations where the injected dose needs to be reduced, long scan durations will be needed even for light patients in order to maintain good image quality. With the re-introduction of time-of-flight (TOF) PET imaging in fully 3D scanners [8] - [10] , it is expected that the differences in image quality for light and heavy patients will be reduced due to the increased TOF benefits for larger patients.
Since the NEC measure represents a global data quality index, it may not represent the best metric with which to optimize scans for best diagnostic capability. In particular, localized effects due to spatial resolution, as well as the impact of iterative reconstruction techniques and system modeling may impact clinical interpretation of images, which is not captured in the NEC measure. In particular, the impact of TOF imaging in fully-3D PET scanners can affect resultant images in ways that are not captured by the NEC. In previous work we have shown through phantom measurements that TOF PET leads to improved lesion detection as well as more accurate quantitation due to faster and more uniform convergence of lesion uptake [8] , [11] , [12] at a fixed activity level. Our goal in this study is to determine the impact of TOF PET on lesion detection in reconstructed images 0018-9499/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE using a generalized scan statistics method, and as a function of injected activity and scan time. This will help better define the clinical scan protocols that are currently set based upon the scanner NEC rates.
II. METHODS

A. Scanner Description
All measurements were performed on the Gemini TF PET/CT (Philips Medical Systems, Highland Heights, OH) scanner which is a high performance, TOF capable, fully-3D PET scanner together with a 16-slice Brilliance CT scanner [8] . The PET component of the Gemini TF uses LYSO crystals. The scanner has a ring diameter of 90.34-cm with active transverse and axial FOVs of 576 and 179.8-mm, respectively. The intrinsic performance of this scanner has been described in earlier work [8] . Directly relevant to this work, the scanner has a measured spatial resolution of 4.8-mm near the center and system timing resolution of 590 ps at low count-rates.
Previously [8] , we have shown that while the spatial resolution of this scanner does not vary significantly over a range of activity levels, there is an impact on the system timing resolution that may affect the gain due to TOF imaging as a function of activity or count-rate. This measurement was performed with a small point source placed in the center of the scanner and axially centered between two water-filled uniform cylinders filled with decaying activity. The system timing resolution is around 590 ps at the lowest singles rate and changes to about 760 ps at the highest singles rate of 27 Mcps. The pulse pileup effects that lead to the degradation in timing resolution at high count-rates are a function of the scanner singles rate. The results from the point source measurement are therefore used as a look-up table to obtain the timing resolution for any phantom or patient acquisition, by simply looking up the timing resolution that corresponds to the singles rate for that scan.
B. Data Acquisition and Analysis
Measurements were performed using a 35-cm diameter by 30-cm long water-filled cylinder. In our experience the 35-cm diameter cylinder approximates a patient with a BMI value similar to a heavy patient [8] . Within this cylinder we placed six spheres in a single plane and at a radial distance of 8-cm from the center of the scanner (Fig. 1 ). All six spheres had a diameter of 1-cm (outer diameter of 9.86-mm with a wall thickness of 1-mm) and were filled with an activity concentration of 8:1 with respect to the background. For data collection, the plane containing the spheres was placed at 1/4 the axial FOV of the scanner from the central plane. To simulate activity outside the FOV, a uniform 20-cm diameter by 30-cm long cylinder was placed axially adjacent to the lesion phantom as well. The activity concentration in this adjacent cylinder was the same as that in the background region of the lesion phantom. List-mode data were acquired for a single bed position at several time points (activity levels) spread over multiple half-lives as the activity in the cylinders decayed from a high value of 7.5-mCi at start of scan. The total scan time at each activity level was 32 minutes. At each time point or activity level, acquired list data were split over eight independent copies (each copy corresponding to a total of 4 minutes scan), leading to 48 lesion copies. Note that in a patient study multiple overlapping bed positions are acquired in increments of half the axial FOV, resulting in the same sensitivity for all axial planes in the FOV. In this study the spheres are located at 1/4 the center of scanner axial FOV, therefore a single bed position of data acquisition results in half the sensitivity for events in the plane containing the spheres compared to a multiple bed data acquisition. As result, for a maximum scan time of 4 minutes per data copy, a single bed position corresponds to an equivalent scan time of about 2 minutes per bed position in a clinically relevant multiple bed study.
Data were reconstructed using an iterative ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm operating in TOF and Non-TOF modes on list-mode data [13] to produce fully corrected images. We used 20 chronologically ordered sub-sets for image reconstruction. Since previous work has shown a change in scanner timing resolution as a function of count-rate [8] , appropriate timing resolution values were used at each activity level based upon the singles rate in the scanner. Attenuation correction was performed using the CT image, while scatter estimation was performed using a TOF-extended single scatter simulation (TOF SSS) [14] , [15] . Attenuation, detector efficiency/normalization, scatter and random coincidences are incorporated into the system model. Image reconstruction was performed for each 4 minute list data set using all the counts (240 s scan time) and half the counts (120 s scan time).
C. Generalized Scan Statistics Model
In previous work a theoretical model was developed for scanning an image space to determine the probability distribution function of noise nodules, which can then be used to estimate the localized receiver operating characteristic (LROC) curves for lesion detection [16] . For this work, we applied this technique to the data acquired on the Philips Gemini TF scanner. For image analysis, local contrast value was calculated by using the ratio of mean counts in a circular ROI (diameter 1-cm) and the mean counts in an annulus around the circular ROI (inner diameter of 1.2-cm, outer diameter of 4-cm). The local contrast value was calculated over the 48 lesion copies (eight images and six spheres per image), and the resultant distribution fitted to a Gaussian distribution to estimate the lesion contrast probability distribution function . The noise nodule distribution was also estimated by using the image slices which contain the lesions. There are eight such slices corresponding to the eight data copies or images. Within each slice, a contrast Fig. 2 . Representative probability distribution functions calculated for the lesion contrast (f (c)) and background noise nodule contrast (g(c)) using the scan statistics model. Better lesion detection translates into a larger separation, or reduced overlap, between the two curves.
value for each background voxel (other than those which contain the lesion) was calculated by centering an ROI (inner diameter of 1.2-cm, outer diameter of 4-cm) over that voxel. The local contrast values for the background voxels are then tabulated in descending order for all values . Fitting the tail of this background contrast distribution to a Gaussian, and then using the model as described in [16] , we estimated the probability density function of the noise nodules . In Fig. 2 we show an example of the probability density functions estimated for one of our data sets. Better lesion detection translates into a larger separation, or reduced overlap, between the two curves. The LROC curves and the area under the LROC curve (ALROC) values can then be calculated from first principles as defined in [16] . Briefly, the probability of obtaining a false positive lesion in the background (class ) with contrast greater than some threshold value , , is given by the integral of over all contrast values greater than . The probability density, , that the scan procedure results in a correct detection and localization of a lesion with a contrast equal to some value , is the product of the lesion contrast probability distribution function , and the cumulative probability of all noise nodules having a contrast less than . The probability of correctly detecting (class 1) and localizing a true lesion with contrast greater than some value , , is then given by the integral of over all contrast values greater than . The LROC curve is then a plot versus , while the ALROC is just an integral of this curve. For error estimation of the ALROC value, 100 bootstrap samples each of the lesion contrast probability distribution function and noise nodule contrast probability distribution function were derived. The error in the ALROC value was determined as the standard deviation of the results over the 100 bootstrap data sets.
III. RESULTS
A. NEC and Timing Resolution as a Function of Activity Concentration
In Fig. 3 we plot the measured NEC counts as a function of background activity concentration for the two scan times investigated in this work (120 s and 240 s). For the NEC calculation, random coincidences were estimated from the delayed coincidence window, while the scatter coincidences were derived from the TOF SSS algorithm. The sharp drop in NEC seen at is due to limitations of list-mode data acquisition where long scan times at high activity levels lead to an electronic overflow of the data acquisition system. The overflow problem here occurs at activity levels and a scan time of 32 minutes. As a comparison, typical clinical activity concentration ranges from for heavy patients to about for lighter patients with a maximum list-mode scan time of 3 minutes per bed position. This leads to collected counts that are more than an order of magnitude less than what we encountered in our experiment, and hence the electronic overflow is not a problem for clinical imaging. For all subsequent image analysis we, therefore, restricted ourselves to a maximum activity concentration of in the phantom. In Fig. 4 we plot the timing resolution as a function of activity concentration for the phantom study. This plot is obtained by using the singles rate for each activity concentration in the phantom, together with the look-up table described earlier Section II-A, to estimate the corresponding timing resolution.
B. Reconstructed Lesion Phantom Images
In Fig. 5 we show reconstructed images for data acquired with similar NEC values but different scan times and activity concentration, as well as data where the scan time and NEC are reduced. Images are shown after 10 and 5 iterations of Non-TOF and TOF reconstructions, respectively. This choice was made based on the results shown later in Fig. 6 where close to maximum ALROC results are obtained after the 10th and 5th iterations. The six, 1-cm diameter spheres are not all visible in the Non-TOF reconstructions. As we will see quantitatively in Figs. 7 and 8, images with higher NEC counts have better lesion detection, while images with similar NEC but acquired at two different activity levels look similar. In addition, TOF images have better lesion detection compared to the corresponding Non-TOF image.
C. Effect of Number of Iteration on ALROC
As an initial part of our investigation we evaluated the change in ALROC values as a function of the number of iterations of image reconstruction. In Fig. 6 we show ALROC results as a function of number of iterations for TOF and Non-TOF reconstructions for data acquired at two different activity concentrations (0.11 and ). These results indicate that for TOF reconstruction the ALROC values are fairly constant over all iterations, while for Non-TOF reconstruction the ALROC value reaches close to its maximum and stays at that value after about 6 iterations. Therefore, for all our subsequent analysis we chose to use iteration numbers 5 and 10 for TOF and Non-TOF reconstructions, respectively. 
D. Change in ALROC as a Function of Activity Concentration
In Fig. 7 we show the results for the ALROC value as a function of background activity concentration in the phantom. Comparing TOF with Non-TOF results, we see that TOF reconstruction leads to an increase in the ALROC values at all activity concentrations. Also, as expected longer scan times lead to improved performance for both TOF and Non-TOF images. In a 240 s scan, both TOF and Non-TOF images achieve close to their highest ALROC values at an activity concentration in the range of 0.11-. For shorter 120 s scan times the rate of increase in the ALROC value near the highest activity concentration studied here is small.
E. Change in ALROC as a Function of NEC
In Fig. 8 we plot the ALROC value as a function of data NEC. Comparing the plots for either the two TOF or Non-TOF sets of images, we see that the ALROC value is similar for images acquired at the same NEC value but two different scan times and activity levels. The 240 s scan results indicate that at high NEC values (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Mcts) the TOF images are very close to the maximal ALROC value of 1. The Non-TOF images in this NEC range of 8-12 Mcts and 240 s scan time are however lower than 1, and there may be a slight indication that they are reaching their highest value. So, while the ALROC values increase with higher NEC, the relationship is not linear at high NEC values. With 120 s scan times, the results are not as conclusive primarily due to the fact that the images at the highest NEC value are close to 6 Mcts.
IV. DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION
In this work we have implemented a generalized scan statistics model to estimate lesion detectability numerically with measured phantom data with and without TOF information. Measurements were performed for lesions with 8:1 uptake relative to the background and the results may not generally apply to lesions with lower uptake ratios. Our results show that, while the ALROC increases with NEC, the relationship is not linear especially at higher NEC values. In particular the ALROC value reaches close to a maximum value in the activity range of 0.11-with a slow rate of increase. With TOF information, however, a higher maximal ALROC value is achieved in the 0.11-activity concentration range in our experimental setup with an 8:1 lesion uptake. We also show that the ALROC value is similar for images acquired at the same NEC value but two different scan times and activity levels. For example in Figs. 7 and 8 we see that the ALROC and NEC values are similar for a 240 s TOF scan acquired at and a 120 s TOF scan acquired at . The timing resolution at these two activity levels is however 630 ps and 725 ps (from Fig. 4) . These results indicate that timing resolution degradation at high activity concentrations (up to ) does not significantly affect the lesion detectability in the image.
Typical clinical activity concentration injected in patients for scans on the Gemini TF is 0.05-. For heavy patients, previous studies have also shown that long Non-TOF scan times may be beneficial for clinical diagnosis. This agrees with the ALROC results in Fig. 7 , which show that a scan time of 240 s (or higher) and activity concentration of 0.11-are necessary in order to achieve ALROC values greater than 0.5. With TOF imaging, scan time can be reduced to 120 s together with 0.11-activity concentration and still achieve a high ALROC value (0.8-0.9) for lesions with 8:1 or higher uptake (see Fig. 7 ). For a typical whole-body patient scan of ten bed positions with 2 minutes per bed position for heavy patients, this translates into a total scan time of 10 minutes as opposed to 20 minutes to achieve high quality diagnostic images. Alternatively, keeping the scan time fixed, we can achieve a significant improvement in the ALROC value over Non-TOF imaging, which may be needed for detection of challenging lesions. Scan protocols which require imaging only one or two bed positions (instead of a full body view) such as when following the progress of radiation treatment in a patient, could benefit with the improved performance of TOF PET together with longer scan duration.
In Fig. 7 , we also show that with a 240 s TOF scan at activity concentrations in the range of 0.04-, we can still can still achieve ALROC values that are higher than those achieved with Non-TOF imaging performed at higher activity concentrations. This suggests that TOF imaging can also lead to a reduced injected dose in the patient. In situations where repeat scans are needed, or where PET is used as a disease screening tool, the reduction in injected dose without compromising data quality will be important.
The methodology of using scan statistics as applied to the experimental data acquired in this work provides a fairly simple and useful tool in evaluation of PET images. While human observer studies have not yet been performed to verify the application of this technique in patients, its application to lesion phantoms with uniform backgrounds can be used in the optimization of general scanner imaging protocols. Previously [17] we have also calculated the non-prewhitening matched filter signal-to-noise ratio (NPW SNR) [18] , [19] for the data set used in this study. The general conclusions of the two studies are similar. However, the NPW SNR metric is not directly related to the ALROC value and applies only to signal known exactly and background known exactly situations, making the scan statistics a potentially more general evaluation metric. A limitation of the scan statistics technique will be when the lesion is present in a large non-uniform background. However, it may be suitable for use in situations where a lesion is searched for in a small, fairly uniform background region, such as the liver.
